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Atypical behaviour and connectivity in
SHANK3-mutant macaques
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Julia B. Hyman2,3, Adrian Fanucci-Kiss2,3, Olivia Meisner2,3, Dongqing Wang2,3, Yan Huang10, Yaqing Li10, Yanyang Bai1,
Wenjing Ji1, Xinqiang Lai7, Weiqiang Li7,8, Lihua Huang7, Zhonghua Lu1, Liping Wang1, Sheeba A. Anteraper2,3,
Mriganka Sur3,4,5, Huihui Zhou1*, Andy Peng Xiang7,8*, Robert Desimone2,3, Guoping Feng2,3,9* & Shihua Yang10*

Mutation or disruption of the SH3 and ankyrin repeat domains 3 (SHANK3) gene represents a highly penetrant, monogenic
risk factor for autism spectrum disorder, and is a cause of Phelan–McDermid syndrome. Recent advances in gene editing
have enabled the creation of genetically engineered non-human-primate models, which might better approximate the
behavioural and neural phenotypes of autism spectrum disorder than do rodent models, and may lead to more effective
treatments. Here we report CRISPR–Cas9-mediated generation of germline-transmissible mutations of SHANK3 in
cynomolgus macaques (Macaca fascicularis) and their F1 offspring. Genotyping of somatic cells as well as brain biopsies
confirmed mutations in the SHANK3 gene and reduced levels of SHANK3 protein in these macaques. Analysis of data
from functional magnetic resonance imaging revealed altered local and global connectivity patterns that were indicative
of circuit abnormalities. The founder mutants exhibited sleep disturbances, motor deficits and increased repetitive
behaviours, as well as social and learning impairments. Together, these results parallel some aspects of the dysfunctions
in the SHANK3 gene and circuits, as well as the behavioural phenotypes, that characterize autism spectrum disorder
and Phelan–McDermid syndrome.

SHANK3 encodes major scaffolding proteins at excitatory synapses,
coordinates the recruitment of signalling molecules and creates
scaffolds for appropriate alignment of glutamatergic neurotransmitter receptors, which promotes the development and maturation
of excitatory synapses1,2. Mutation of SHANK3 accounts for about
1% of idiopathic forms of autism spectrum disorder, and disruption
of SHANK3 is a major cause of neurodevelopmental deficits in
Phelan–McDermid syndrome3–6. Patients with a SHANK3 gene
mutation often exhibit a variety of comorbid traits, which include
global developmental delay, severe sleep disturbances, lack of speech
or severe language delay, and characteristic features of autism spectrum disorder (such as social impairments and stereotypies)7–9.
Previous studies in flies, fish and rodents have uncovered impaired
synaptic function and several behavioural abnormalities due to loss
of SHANK32,10,11. For example, common abnormalities in Shank3mutant mice include self-injury, repetitive grooming, reduced
interaction with conspecifics, motor difficulties and increased levels of anxiety. However, it is increasingly apparent that the validity
of Shank3-mutant rodent models for human patients is limited, in
part owing to the fact that the aberrant behavioural phenotypes in
mice are found almost exclusively in homozygous mutants and are
barely detectable in heterozygous mutants2,12. In addition, social
interactions between humans involve integrated cognition and
comprehension, which are more closely associated in primates than
in rodents13–16. There is therefore an urgent need to develop primate

models of autism spectrum disorder to facilitate neurobiological
studies and the development of therapies12,13,17.
Cynomolgus monkeys (M. fascicularis) possess a high level of cognitive ability and complex social behaviour, and are closer to humans
in terms of their brain structure and function than are rodents12,13,16,17.
There has been great interest in using macaques as a non-humanprimate model for studying brain disorders17–20. Recent advances in
CRISPR–Cas9-mediated gene-editing technology have resulted in an
increasingly efficient and reliable method for targeted gene disruption,
which is highly suited to the creation of non-human-primate models
of autism spectrum disorder21,22. Previous attempts to create a transgenic SHANK3 macaque model have been hindered by the early death
of the mutant founders23, or by the fact that only a single mutant
survived24—group comparisons are not possible with only a single
mutant. A viable primate model of SHANK3 mutation should include
validation of the loss of protein isoforms, and functional and behavioural deficits should be present at the group level. Furthermore,
germline transmission of CRISPR–Cas9-edited macaque genomes
has yet to be fully demonstrated. Here we report the creation of a
SHANK3-mutant macaque model with a specific target locus that—in
human studies—has been linked to Phelan–McDermid syndrome and
autism spectrum disorder. We also demonstrate the resultant functional and behavioural abnormalities using assays that can be adapted
for testing with autism spectrum disorder and Phelan–McDermid syndrome in human patients. Furthermore, we successfully obtained an
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We applied a CRISPR–Cas9 strategy that targets exon 21 of the macaque
SHANK3 gene (Extended Data Fig. 2a). Exon 21 is the largest coding
region of SHANK3, with numerous rare variants and point mutations
in individuals with autism spectrum disorder2–5,7. We created indels
in exon 21 analogous to the human autism spectrum disorder-linked
InsG3680 mutation25 that were previously generated and analysed in
mice26,27. Streptococcus pyogenes Cas9 and two guide (g)RNAs were
introduced to generate the mutation, and the successful creation of
insertions or deletions (indels) were verified (Extended Data Fig. 2b, c).
We transferred injected embryos into recipient females, and obtained
five live newborns (labelled M1 to M5) that carried SHANK3 mutations (Extended Data Fig. 2d). Four out of the five mutants (M1, M2,
M3 and M5) are male, and one mutant (M4) is female. Genotyping of
SHANK3 from the newborns revealed several types of indel mutations
in the SHANK3 gene (Fig. 1a, Extended Data Fig. 3). M2 and M5 did
not show a wild-type allele in genomic DNA; they are homozygous and
compound-heterozygous, respectively (Fig. 1a, Extended Data Fig. 3).
M1, M3 and M4 carried wild-type alleles in about 50% of the sequenced
clones and thus are heterozygous, with (M1 and M3) or without (M4)
genetic mosaicism (more than one type of indel). The control group
consisted of age- and sex-matched macaques from the same colony.
The general health measurements of the SHANK3-mutant macaques
(such as body weight) were not different from controls (Extended Data
Fig. 2e). Body condition scores of control and mutant groups were
within the normal range for this species.
Sequencing results in exon 21 of the SHANK3 gene showed multiple
genotypes, which suggests that the CRISPR–Cas9-mediated cleavage
of SHANK3 resulted in a mosaicism of indels, as has previously been
reported21,22. All of the indels from SHANK3 mutants caused frameshift
and loss-of-function mutations, except for a 12-bp in-frame deletion
in mutant M4 and a 96-bp deletion in mutant M3; these led to a loss
of 4 and 32 amino acids, respectively, within the proline-rich domain
of SHANK3, which might be critical for the stability of SHANK3
protein isoforms and their interaction with scaffolds or receptors1,2,7.
To determine how mutations of SHANK3 affected the protein products of this gene, we biopsied tissue from primary visual cortex and
performed western blot analysis. The biopsies were performed after
completion of all behavioural tests and magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) scanning. We confirmed a decreased level of the isoforms of
the SHANK3 protein in all five mutant monkeys (Fig. 1b, c, Extended
Data Figs. 1 and 4) and thus validated the successful targeted disruption
of exon 21, which has previously been linked to synaptic and circuit
dysfunction2,11,26,27.
To test for off-target modifications, we amplified and sequenced
the top 20 genomic loci that were predicted by the Cas-OFFinder
algorithm 28. We analysed the sequencing results of these 20
loci from all 5 SHANK3 mutants and confirmed their wild-type
identities (Supplementary Table 1). Our data support the high fidelity
of gene editing with CRISPR–Cas9, which aligns with previous surveys
of CRISPR-edited model organisms22.
To assess the germline transmission of the mutation, we collected
and analysed the DNA of sperm from M2 (homozygous) and M3 (heterozygous and mosaic). We detected SHANK3 mutations in the DNA of
sperm cells of both individuals, and the patterns of mutation were similar to their respective somatic cells (Fig. 1d, Extended Data Figs. 1, 2f).
We then performed intracytoplasmic sperm injection into wild-type
oocytes using semen from monkey M2 (homozygous), and detected
a 40-bp deletion mutation in all fertilized embryos (Fig. 1e, Extended
Data Fig. 1). We successfully obtained live births of F1-generation
mutant macaques after transferring the fertilized embryos. Genotyping
of F1-generation mutant monkeys from the first cohort (labelled
F1-1, F1-2 and F1-3) revealed a similar ratio of wild-type to mutant
allele (labelled ‘del 40 bp’) from all three monkeys (Fig. 1f, Extended
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Fig. 1 | Generation and germline transmission of macaques with
SHANK3 mutations. a, Pie charts of genotype (indels) from cultured
skin fibroblasts derived from each mutant monkey. b, Representative
western blots using brain lysates prepared from a V1 biopsy of two
wild-type macaques (labelled C1 (male) and C2 (female)) and all five
mutants (M1–M5), probed with N-terminal and C-terminal antibodies,
and α-tubulin as loading control on the same gel. c, Relative levels of
SHANK3 proteins calculated by averaging five technical repeats with the
same V1 biopsy sample, and normalizing to α-tubulin loading controls.
d, Genotyping PCR results of SHANK3 from DNA from blood and sperm
samples collected from M2, M3 and a wild-type (WT) control. e, Top,
genotyping PCR results of SHANK3 from individual cultured embryos
after intracytoplasmic injection of single sperm (ICSI) from M2 and a
wild-type control. Bottom, numbers of reads for wild-type and a 40-bp
deletion are presented by Sanger sequencing of each bacterial colony after
cloning of PCR products into sequencing vector. f, Top, genotyping PCR
results of three live-birth, F1-generation monkeys after ICSI of sperm
from M2. Bottom, numbers of reads for wild-type and a 40-bp deletion for
each monkey (F1-1, F1-2 and F2-3) by Sanger sequencing of cloned PCR
products.

Data Fig. 1), which indicates that these are heterozygous SHANK3mutant monkeys without genetic mosaicism. Taken together, these
results show that the simultaneous delivery of two gRNAs that target
both strands of exon 21 enables the efficient mutagenesis of SHANK3
and the germline transmission of the mutant allele, in cynomolgus
monkeys.

Altered sleep, home cage activity and muscle tone

Patients with Phelan–McDermid syndrome and other individuals with
SHANK3 mutations often exhibit a variety of traits, which include
motor impairment, severe sleep disturbances, lack of speech or severe
language delay, abnormal sensory processing, intellectual disability,
muscular hypotonia and seizure, as well as other symptomologies2–8.
Most patients with Phelan–McDermid syndrome also exhibit stereo
typies, and impairments in social interaction4,8. We used a panel of
behavioural tests to examine phenotypes associated with SHANK3
mutation in macaques. All observations, scoring and data analysis
for these tests were carried out by researchers who were blinded to
experimental design, goals and genotypes.
To assess sleep disturbance in the mutant monkeys, we habituated
them to wearing an actigraphy device. The activity data revealed that
overall activity levels were substantially reduced in mutant monkeys
compared to controls (Fig. 2a–g). Mutant monkeys displayed a longer
latency to sleep than controls, and an increased frequency of waking
(as indicated by a fragmentation index) (Fig. 2h, i). These results
showed a reduction in overall sleep efficiency in SHANK3-mutant
monkeys (Fig. 2j, Extended Data Fig. 5).
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Fig. 2 | Sleep disturbances and altered home-cage activity in SHANK3mutant macaques. a, c, e, Representative traces of overall activity recorded
by a motion watch across multiple days from a control macaque and two
mutants. AU, arbitrary units. b, d, f, Enlarged traces of overall activity
recorded by motion watch over the course of 24 h from a control macaque,
M3 and M2. g, Reduced overall activity in SHANK3 mutants. h, Increased
latency to fall asleep in SHANK3 mutants. i, Increased fragmentation
of sleep in SHANK3 mutants during the night. j, Reduced efficiency of
sleep in SHANK3 mutants during the night. k, Increased time spent on
stereotypic behaviours, presented as seconds per minute, in SHANK3
mutants. l, SHANK3 mutants show a trend of reduced area exploration in
their home cages, as defined by roaming entropy. m, SHANK3 mutants
display reduced muscle strength. In g–m, n = 6 macaques for control
group; n = 5 macaques for the SHANK3-mutant group; P value = 0.0087
(g), 0.0043 for (h), 0.0087 (i), 0.0303 (j), 0.0043 (k), 0.08 (l) and 0.03 (m).
Data are presented as mean ± s.e.m. Two-tailed Mann–Whitney U-test.
Coloured squares indicate individual monkeys with SHANK3 mutation.
M, male; F, female, het, heterozygous; homo, homozygous;
cHet, compound heterozygous.

We recorded daily home-cage videos and scored behavioural variables using Noldus Observer software (see representative ethograms in
Supplementary Table 2). The mutant macaques showed a substantial
increase in stereotyped or repetitive behaviours compared to controls, as indicated by increased back-flipping, finger licking and biting
of cage bars (Fig. 2k). In contrast to the increased amount of selfinjurious grooming that is consistently observed in Shank3-mutant
mice, the stereotypy in SHANK3-mutant monkeys was diverse. For
instance, repetitive flipping was observed in mutant M3, whereas
M2 and M5 displayed a pronounced licking of fingers and cage bars.
The mutant macaques also displayed a trend for reduced level of
exploration of cage subdivisions, as demonstrated by roaming entropy
(Fig. 2l).
To test for hypotonia, we habituated the monkeys to pull a digital
scale and recorded their pulling force. The average pulling force was
reduced in the mutant group (Fig. 2m).
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Fig. 3 | Impaired social interaction and reduced vocalization in
SHANK3 mutants. a, Proportion of time spent on the left versus right side
of the cage shows that mutants tended to stay on one side, whereas control
monkeys spent a roughly equal amount of time on each side. b, SHANK3mutant monkeys made fewer vocalizations during the habituation period
than did controls. c, Average total duration of aggregate social behaviours
(which included chasing, following, fleeing, circling and play) was lower
in mutants than in controls. d, No difference in movement velocity during
the social test between mutants and controls. e, Average total duration
of aggregate social behaviours was reduced in probe monkeys (wild
type) when paired with SHANK3 mutants, compared to probe monkeys
paired with controls. n = 6 macaques for wild-type control group; n = 5
macaques for SHANK3-mutant group; in e, n = 10 wild-type macaques
(five males, five females and age-matched to experimental animals) for
probe monkeys. P = 0.0043 (a), 0.0444 (b), 0.0173 (c) and 0.0023 (e).
NS, not significant. Data are presented as mean ± s.e.m. Two-tailed
Mann–Whitney U-test. Coloured squares indicate individual monkeys
with SHANK3 mutation.

Impaired social interaction

We designed a paired social interaction assay between juvenile monkeys. The monkeys were habituated in the test cage before the social
test began (Extended Data Fig. 6a). During habituation, the mutant
macaques showed a reduced amount of exploration in the horizontal
plane (Fig. 3a). Vocalization during the 20 minutes of habituation was
reduced in the mutants (Fig. 3b). In the social interaction test, the scoring of detailed activities for the first five minutes revealed that mutants
spent less time on aggregate social behaviours, which included chasing,
following, circling, fleeing and play (Fig. 3c, Extended Data Fig. 6b–f).
The mean velocity values during the social interactions were similar
between the mutant and control monkeys (Fig. 3d), which suggests
that physical limitations were unlikely to be major contributing factors to the reduced levels of social interaction. Furthermore, there was
no difference in time spent on other categories of behaviours, such as
attacking, anogenital inspection, rump presentation, mounting, and
receiving and giving grooming during the social test (Extended Data
Fig. 6g–l). The aggregate social behaviour values decreased in the subsequent five minutes for the control group, and approached that of the
mutant monkeys (Extended Data Fig. 6m). Analysing the behaviours
of the wild-type probe monkeys (that is, the monkeys with which the
mutant and control groups interacted) during the same time period
revealed notable differences between pairings with wild-type controls
and the SHANK3 mutants. In aggregate measures, the probe monkeys
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Fig. 4 | Eye-tracking properties in SHANK3-mutant macaques.
a, Latency of pupillary reflex upon stimuli illuminance is increased in
SHANK3 mutants. b, Percentage of time watching the screen is increased
in SHANK3 mutants. c, SHANK3 mutants display increased lip smacking
when watching the video presentation of close-up and whole-body videos
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images was reduced in SHANK3 mutants. e, Increased fixation-switch rate
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presented as mean ± s.e.m. Two-tailed Mann–Whitney U-test. Coloured
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spent less time playing with the SHANK3 mutants than they did playing
with the controls (Fig. 3e, Extended Data Fig. 7a–k). The differential
effects on probe monkeys are reminiscent of the effects of oxytocin and
vasopressin application on looking behaviour in macaques29. These
results suggest the SHANK3-mutant monkeys display reduced levels of
exploration, social interaction and vocalization, which seem to parallel
some aspects of the phenotypes that are found in humans with Phelan–
McDermid syndrome or autism spectrum disorder.

Altered gaze properties

M4) performed similarly (Extended Data Fig. 8). In a Hamilton search
task with three phases (Extended Data Fig. 9a), mutant and control
monkeys were similar in first phase. However, M3 did not improve
in the second phase (Extended Data Fig. 9b) and in the third phase,
M1 and M4 exhibited learning impairment (Extended Data Fig. 9c).
A χ2 test of the proportion of monkeys that met a criterion of being
correct 75% of the time by the final day of testing revealed a difference
between the six controls and three mutants (Extended Data Fig. 9d).
These results suggest a possible impairment in the mutants in terms of
their switching strategies across the phases of Hamilton search; however, the small number of mutant monkeys that could perform the
task prevent us from reaching a firm conclusion regarding the nature
of their impairment.

We designed a video-based eye-tracking assay to investigate differences in gaze between control and mutant monkeys30,31. The mutants
showed an increased latency of pupillary reflex to the onset of luminance at the start of the video stimulus (Fig. 4a), which is consistent
with previous reports of delayed pupil reflex in humans with autism
spectrum disorder32. The mutant monkeys spent more time watching
both social and non-social videos than did controls (Fig. 4b). However,
during the presentation of close-up and whole-body videos, mutant
monkeys displayed frequent lip smacking and teeth chattering, which
could be an indication of increased levels of anxiety or fear in response
to the appearance of a conspecific33,34 (Fig. 4c). We also assessed eye
movements while the monkeys viewed pairwise still images of macaque
faces and objects, or faces with threating and neutral expression35,36.
Across all images, the mean dwell time per fixation was reduced in
the mutant group (Fig. 4d). There was an increased rate of switching
fixations between the two images (Fig. 4e), but not in the ratio of total
fixation time (Fig. 4f–h). It has also previously been shown that human
children who later develop autism have shorter durations of fixation37.
To evaluate the cognitive performance of mutant monkeys, we
trained them to perform a visual discrimination task, a reversal task
and a Hamilton search task18. Despite extensive training, mutants M2
and M5 failed to participate in the test—possibly owing to impaired
motor coordination or cognitive deficits. In black–white discrimination
and reversal tasks, the controls and remaining mutants (M1, M3 and

MRI studies of individuals with autism spectrum disorder suggest that
considerable structural and functional changes of the brain are associated with this disorder38,39. Structural MRI analysis in SHANK3-mutant
monkeys revealed a decrease in grey matter but no difference in white
matter and cerebrospinal fluid volumes, compared to those of controls
(Extended Data Fig. 10a–c).
Altered functional connectivity has recently emerged as a possible
biomarker for autism spectrum disorder40–42. We used an unbiased,
data-driven, voxel-by-voxel, global and local functional correlation43
(see Methods), and found that long-range connectivity between several brain regions in mutants was reduced relative to that in controls.
Notably, we found that in mutants there was hypo-connectivity in
putative default-mode networks, including the posterior cingulate
cortex, medial prefrontal region and motor regions (Fig. 5a, d–f).
We also identified local hypo-connectivity in thalamic and striatal
regions (Fig. 5b, c, g, h) in the mutants. By contrast, we detected local
hyper-connectivity in the somatosensory cortex, extrastriate cortical
areas, and posterior cingulate cortex of the mutant monkeys (Fig. 5b, c,
i, j). Seed-based analysis confirmed these results of reduced global connectivity and greater local connectivity in SHANK3 mutants (Extended
Data Fig. 10d–f). Taken together, our MRI data indicate that the mutant
macaques have a dysregulated resting-state connectivity, both globally
and locally.

Discussion

In this model of the SHANK3 mutation in macaques, we observed a
combination of reduced mobility, increased repetitive behaviours and
impaired sociability that reconciles previous studies in rodents2,11,26,27.
SHANK3 mutants exhibit notable sleep disturbances and activity
differences, which may assist in the discovery of characteristic biomarkers for Phelan–McDermid syndrome, autism spectrum disorder and other neurodevelopmental disorders in humans38,44. Altered
social behaviours and stereotypy (such as licking fingers and cage
bars), as well as reduced muscle strength and a lack of vocalization,
in the SHANK3-mutant monkeys parallels the hypotonia and speech
or language impairments of children with autism spectrum disorder
or Phelan–McDermid syndrome4,8. An altered pupillary light reflex,
such as we found in the mutant monkeys, has been reported in autism
spectrum disorder32; this has not specifically been examined in Phelan–
McDermid syndrome, and warrants further exploration. SHANK3
mutants displayed comparable learning ability to controls in a simple
visual discrimination task. However, a more-complex Hamilton search
task revealed learning impairments that might arise from reduced flexibility or switching of strategies. Given that we could behaviourally
test only a small number of mutants, further cognitive testing of larger
groups will be needed to characterize any intellectual impairment.
Autism spectrum disorder is a heterogeneous disorder both in
terms of the clinical manifestation of symptoms and its underlying
aetiology. In fact, the genetic predisposition for autism spectrum disorder is likely to be different among individuals, even when the same
gene is affected3–9. It is therefore difficult to draw general conclusions
from a single mutant monkey (as recently reported24), owing to the
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Fig. 5 | Dysregulated global and local connectivity in SHANK3-mutant
macaques. a, Axial and sagittal views of differential global connectivity
between control and mutant groups. Clusters with robustly higher global
connectivity are highlighted by an arrowhead, and numbered. Putative
brain regions are posterior cingulate cortex (1), motor cortex (2) and
anterior cingulate cortex (3). b, c, Axial views of local connectivity in
controls and mutants. Clusters with robust alteration of local connectivity
are highlighted and numbered with dashed circles. Putative brain regions
are thalamic regions (4), striatum (5), somatosensory cortex (6) and
near the posterior cingulate cortex and extrastriate cortical areas (7).
d–f, Normalized global connectivity shows a reduced strength in SHANK3
mutants for regions 1, 2 and 3 (corresponding to a). g, h, Normalized local
connectivity shows a reduced strength in SHANK3 mutants for regions 4
and 5 (corresponding to b). i, j, Normalized local connectivity shows an
increased strength in SHANK3 mutants for regions 6 and 7 (corresponding
to c). In d–j, n = 6 macaques for control group; n = 5 macaques for
SHANK3-mutant group. P = 0.0043 (d), 0.0087 (e, f) and 0.0043 (g–j).
Data are presented as mean ± s.e.m. Two-tailed Mann–Whitney U-test.
Within-group threshold of P < 0.001 and P < 0.05 family-wise error
correction of P < 0.05 (with a cluster-forming threshold of k > 25) were
used. Coloured squares indicate individual monkeys with SHANK3
mutation.

heterogeneity of symptoms that are related to this disorder, as well as
the variability of personalities and abilities even in wild-type monkeys.
Among the five founder SHANK3-mutant macaques, we observed considerable heterogeneity in the severity of behavioural manifestations,
including motor impairments, stereotypies and learning problems in a
complex task. Differential behavioural outcomes could result from normal inter-monkey variability, different mutation patterns in SHANK3
and/or different genetic backgrounds owing to the monkeys being outbred. Among the five mutant monkeys, M4 is closer to the wild-type
controls than are the other mutants for many behavioural variables
(for example, total activity measure; Fig. 2g), which is consistent with
its genotype and protein expression. M4 carries an in-frame deletion
that causes a reduction in the levels of SHANK3 protein of about 20%;
the level of reduction in SHANK3 protein isoforms is greater in the
homozygous mutant (M2), the compound-heterozygous mutants (M1
and M5) and the heterozygous mutant (M3). Given the small number
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of monkeys in this study, as well as their genetic heterogeneity, all of
our findings will need to be confirmed in larger numbers of monkeys
in the future. Some of the genetic heterogeneity will be better controlled
in F1-generation macaques.
In this initial characterization of SHANK3 mutants, we are unable to pinpoint any of the causes that might underlie the behavioural
differences. Anxiety disorder, exacerbated in a social context, could be
a common contributor45,46. The hypoactivity and compromised general
exploratory activity that we observed in SHANK3-mutant monkeys
could contribute to the low reciprocity of social interactions and lack
of vocalization, although the movement velocity of the mutants during the social tests did not differ from that of the controls. The altered
structural MRI and neural connectivity measures may be immune to
possible confounding factors. Clinical studies have shown that children
and adults with sleep disorders are prone to develop language problems,
and have compromised attention and executive function compared to
healthy sleepers44. Autistic children with serious sleep disorders may
have difficulty controlling repetitive behaviours, and may show a lower
performance on tests of attention and memory47. The SHANK3-mutant
monkeys provide an opportunity to test complex interactions such as
these in the future.
Autism spectrum disorder is thought to affect multiple interconnected regions of the brain, and there is evidence for alterations in
brain connectivity that could contribute to the behavioural phenotypes
that are associated with autism spectrum disorder39,48. Recent studies
have suggested that non-human primates have a resting-state defaultmode network that is similar to that of humans49,50. Our discovery in a
non-human-primate model of atypical connectivity in local and longrange circuits—especially in the cingulate, frontal, thalamic and striatal
regions—suggests a path for further studies to identify circuit abnormalities and potential biomarkers for treatment studies. Monogenic
forms of autism spectrum disorder may also offer insights into altered
functional brain connectivity in polygenic or idiopathic autism spectrum disorder. Future longitudinal studies of resting-state functional
connectivity, combined with in vivo recordings and circuit manipulations, in the second generation of SHANK3-mutant monkeys may
allow for an in-depth understanding of the development of aberrant
connectivity in neural circuits and their relevance for the behavioural
phenotypes that characterize autism spectrum disorder.
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